Personnel
just got
personal

Building
recruitment
partnerships

YOUR Trades is a very different labour hire
company. Ours is not a numbers game it’s
about that one perfect fit between client and
candidate that creates a great work-place
and improves a company’s bottom line.
We are your personal labour hire team.
As tenured labour hire recruiters in QLD, we know our market. We have an expert trades
team who are known for their professionalism and ability to deliver and we take the time
to get to know YOU to ensure the right result, every time.
Throughout the 15-years we have been recruiting in QLD we have established successful
relationships in many blue-collar industries.
Specialised recruiting for labour hire.
We don’t rely on gimmicks to boost our brand; we simply do a really good job.
As experts in bulk labour hire recruitment, regional mobilisation, payrolling and IR we
work with YOU on your project specific recruitment ensuring that you won’t get lost in
any part of the process. From an initial conversation right through to post-placement
after care; with YOUR Trades you are always shown a level of integrity and maturity that
many of our competitors strive to replicate.

YOUR
RECRUITMENT

Your Recruitment.
Your Budget.
Your Way.
YOUR Trades is engineered to give us the
flexibility to work with any client’s needs and
budget. We use our perfected strategic bias
and commercial edge to ensure that it really
is all about You at YOUR.

Specialised recruiting
for labour hire
Mechanical and Electrical

Building and Construction

We have all bases covered.

We get to know our clients and become a
trusted advisor. When you are driving a complex
construction project forward, you need to know
you can completely trust the people you work
with. Time is money, and you can’t afford delays
to progress because you don’t have the right
people on site.

As experienced blue collar recruitment specialists
our ability spans all aspects of site based
mechanical and electrical recruitment and labour
hire.

YOUR Trades was created with the purpose of partnering with
our clients as opposed to tying them in with inflexible terms and
conditions. We use our real-life global business experience and
apply it at a local level.

From large scale construction projects, complex
requirements within manufacturing operations,
to finding the right tradesman within your
engineering and maintenance teams we have all
bases covered.

Our reputation is built on the collaboration our consultants have
with our clients, which is demonstrated through using innovative
candidate attraction techniques that produce sustainable results.

We have proven our ability to successfully
recruit within the energy and resources sector
and our stringent compliance procedures and
dedication to health and safety mean we are able
to provide high quality mechanical and electrical
tradespeople across all industry sectors.

That’s because we don’t just put people in jobs.
We get to know our clients and become a trusted
advisor and resource partner to them, helping
them anticipate their future staffing needs well
in advance and enabling them to make the right,
most cost-effective decisions.
We place qualified construction trades and
experienced operators along with skilled and
unskilled labourers all with relevant construction
experience.

Logistics
Your Trades has a highly
specialised team committed
to this wide and wonderful
sector of what makes, delivers
and services Australia, from
companies and small businesses
to your own front door.
When you are managing large
and multifaceted Logistics
operations, you need to know
you can completely trust the
people you work with.
Time is money, and you can’t
afford delays of your service or
product because you don’t have
the right people on site.
It is the strong built relationships,
and knowledge that Your Trades
prides itself in this sector to
ensure the service is of the
highest quality and the right
staffing solutions are provided,
that tailor your needs.
We work together with you to
understand your business and it’s
operation, becoming a trusted
advisor and resource partner to
you, helping anticipate future
staffing needs well in advance
and enabling you to make
the right, most cost-effective
decisions.
With our extensive recruitment
processes we are able to provide
both temporary and permanent
staffing solutions to you in all
areas of the business, where the
flexibility and sustainability is
entirely made for you and
your business.
We place qualified and
experienced operators along
with skilled and unskilled
staff all with relevant logistics
experience.

Shop Fitting and
Fit outs
Shop Fitting and Fit Out is a
profession that involves the
fitting of retail outlets, offices,
department stores, hotels,
restaurants and supermarkets
and shopping centres with
equipment, fixtures and fittings.
It’s carried out by a shop fitter
who executes all planning,
design, layout and installation of
equipment and services.
Shop Fitting and fit out is a
precision orientated profession
that requires intricacy and
exceptional attention to
detail in order to meet client
requirements. At Your Trades
we use the same techniques to
match the right candidate into
the right role.
Our experienced labour hire
team understand the demands
and specific timeline pressures of
the fit out industry.
We have a background of
providing experienced working
foreman, specialist fit out trades,
cabinet makers and installers
along with teams of trades who
have the required experience
and skill level to assist you in
delivering your fit-out project
on time and to an excellent
finish. To help get the project
over the line or assist through
the entire fit out we have
dedicated and experienced
hard working labourers.

Manufacturing
Our specialist consulting
team specialise in
the end-to-end
manufacturing sector
such as FMCG, food
and beverage,
automotive,
mining and
resources,
chemical,
medical device
and consumer
and building
products, in the
following areas;

Our candidates are our
partners. As personal
brand ambassadors, we
collaborate with you to
ensure you are given
the right experience
whilst supporting you
along the journey.

Manufacturing,
Plant/Factory
Management,
Operations,
Packaging, Production,
Quality, Continuous
Improvement, Project
Management, Process,
Maintenance, New Product
Development, Environmental,
Health & Safety and R&D.
With our long-established niche
local knowledge, Your Trades
specialists have become the first
choice for jobseekers and toptier businesses in manufacturing
across Queensland and Australia

Within our labour hire
division we have experience
covering the full range of civil
construction projects.

We invest intensively in matching
the brightest jobseekers with
the best employers through
sophisticated recruitment
strategies that include tapping
into our database, targeted
advertising, personal referrals
and niche recruitment websites.
Candidates often approach us
directly when they make a career
move, confident of our local
networks, strong results and
technical understanding of the
manufacturing sector.

Our team has experience
covering bulk recruitment
for large infrastructure
projects through to residential
subdivision work.

We recruit for site based
supervisors and foreman and
have a team of reliable and
skilled machine operators and
labourers.

Civil Construction

Your Transition
to Your New
Career.

As a YOUR Trades partner, you will be treated with integrity,
transparency, and will benefit from complete communication
along the way. We are selective in who we choose to represent;
we will only partner with those we can genuinely support.
As a YOUR Trades partner, you will benefit from exposure to all
of the following:
Career coaching and transparent interview feedback
Current market knowledge
Full company induction
Where necessary a professional brand makeover
Online time sheets and remote access to your career file

Brisbane Office
Tel: 07 3251 3363 Fax: 07 3463 0325
Suite 21, Plumridge House, 174 Barry Parade, Fortitude Valley, QLD 4006
Gold Coast Office
Tel: 07 5655 5210 Fax: 07 5631 5918
Suite 1, Level 5, 64 Marine Parade, Southport QLD 4215

www.yourresourcing.com.au

